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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present a new method to determine the optimal location and parameter settings of Unified
Power Flow Controller (UPFC) for removing voltage violations and transmission lines overloading. UPFC is
considered as the most powerful member of the FACTS devices, that it can control shunt and series power flow.
This option gives to UPFC the power to control the voltage profile and transmission lines flow simultaneously.
We used the Imperialistic Competitive Algorithm (ICA) to determine the optimal location and optimal parameter
settings of UPFC to improve the performance of the power system specially removing voltage violations in the
buses and solving transmission lines overloading to increase loadability in the power networks. This procedure
is proposed to be applied on IEEE 14 bus system to show the validity of the method.

KEYWORDS: Imperialistic Competitive Algorithm (ICA), Loadability, Optimal Location, Optimal settings,
Unified Power Flow Controller (UPFC), Voltage Profile.

be replaced by phase-angle control or vice
versa [1]-[3]. UPFC also maintain operating
flexibility by its inherent adaptability in
power system in variations without any
hard-ware alternations [4, 5]. The mode of
UPFC can be adjusted according to the
required characteristic where the UPFC can
work as Static VAR Compensator (SVC) to
improve the network voltage profile by
controlling the shunt elements of the UPFC
only. And also it can work as Static
Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC)
to improve the network lines loadability by
controlling the series element of the UPFC
only. UPFC has ability to do both of SVC
and SSSC performance in a same time in

1. INTRODUCTION
UPFC is applied to control the active and
reactive power flow in same time, and
voltage magnitude at the UPFC terminals.
Also, the controller can be set to control
one or more of these parameters in any
combination or to control none of them.
UPFC allows the combined application of
phase angle control with controllable series
reactive compensations and voltage
regulation, and also the real-time transition
from one selected compensation mode into
another one to control particular system
contingencies more effectively. For
example, series reactive compensation may
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the power systems [6]-[8]. The normal
operation of the power system depends on
many factors as the loading conditions, the
configuration of the network and the current
operating point of the system. All the
previous factors affect the stability and
performance of the system [9, 10]. In [11]
optimal placement of UPFC device is
determined for enhancing transmission
lines overloading issue and survey their
impact on reliability of power networks and
also in [12] UPFC placement is applied to
study the effect of load representation in the
static point of view on the performance of
the UPFC in the power system.
This paper will concentrate on solving the
problems of the network related to
overloading of transmission lines and
violation of bus voltage profile. This will be
performed on the normal configuration of
the system with the increasing loading
pattern on the system. UPFC in such
optimal placement and setting can restore
the system operating condition to steady
state point.

power flows in the lines and bus voltage
violations under increasing the loading
conditions according to the proposed fitness
function.
2.1 ICA Fitness Function
The target is finding the optimal location
and the optimal parameters setting of the
UPFC in the power system to eliminate the
overloaded lines and the bus voltage
violations. The main general description of
the equations:
(1)
Subject to:
(2)
(3)
Where, Ft(X,U) represents the Fitness
function to be minimized;
Gt(X,U) represents the vector of the equality
constraints corresponding to UPFC
parameter bounds limits, active and reactive
power generation limits, bus voltage limits,
and phase angles limits;
X represents the vector of the states of the
power system consisting of voltage
magnitude and phase angles; and
U represents the vector of control variables
to be optimized which the output of the
process, the location of UPFC and its
parameters setting.
The fitness function will be depend on
some performance indices, the fitness
function and the performance indices will
be changed according the scope zone of
interest as optimizing with overloaded lines
and the bus voltage violations:

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The normal operation of the power
network depends on many factors as the
loading conditions, the configuration of the
system and the current operating point of
the system. All the previous factors affect
the stability and the performance of the
system. Some indices are used to show
lines overloading and bus voltage
violations.
After
determining
the
performance indices, ICA technique is
applied to find the optimal location and
parameters setting of UPFC. Installing
UPFC in such optimal location with such
optimal parameters will remove or
minimize the overloaded lines to improve

Ft(X,U)=

+
(4)
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tog
gether a co
ommon cap
pacitor on their
t
DC
sid
de and a unified control
c
sysstem. A
sim
mplified schematic rep
presentation
n of the
UP
PFC is given in Figure 1.

(5)

Where
L(OL) represents the oveerloaded line
function
n;
Sioperatingg representss the currentt volt- ampere
power in
n line i;
Simax rep
presents thee volt-ampeere power rate
r
of line i;
i
he weight, is determin
ned
L(OL) represents th
in orderr to have certain weigh
ht value for the
various percentagee of branch
h loading, also
a
use to adjust
a
the slo
ope of the algorithm;
a
R repreesents the coefficien
nt is used to
penalizee more or leess overload
ds;
Ntl reprresents the number of lines in the
system;
V(BV) represents
r
th
he Bus Volttage Violatiion
function
n;
Vj repreeents the volltage magniitude at bus j;
Vjnominal representts the bus j nominal
voltage;;
r
t weight is determin
the
ned
V(BV) represents
in orderr to have certain weigh
ht value for the
various percentagee of voltag
ge differen
nce,
also ussed to ad
djust the slope
s
of the
algorith
hm;
Q represents the coefficien
nt is used to
penalizee more or less and voltaage
violations;
Nbb rep
presents thee number of the busess in
the system.
In som
me cases th
he log relaations can be
replaced
d with lineaar relations, according
g to
the pen
nalty facto
or of oveerloading and
a
voltage violations values
v
[13]..

Fig. 1. Block
B
Diagram of the UPF
FC

The equivaalent circuitt of UPFC
T
C, which
wiill be atttached witth power system
eq
quation and programmeed to get thee results,
is shown in Figure 2. It consists of two
synchronous voltage souurces (SVS), which
aree simultaneeous coord
dinated together to
achieve the reequired perfformance mode.
m
IK

VK<
IVR

ZV

K

ZCR

VCR

Vm<

m

Im

ICR

Re(VVRIVR*+VCRRICR*)=0

VVR

Fig. 2. UPF
FC equivalen
nt circuit

(5)
(6)
Where,
W
VVR
the maagnitude off the shun
nt SVS
V
vo
oltage.
o the shuntt SVS anglee.
VR the value of

2.2 UPF
FC modelin
ng for powerr flow
The UPFC
U
could be seen to consist of two
t
voltage source converterss connectiing
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VCR the magnitude of the series SVS
voltage.
CR the value of the series SVS angle.
The active and reactive power equations for
bus k and m can be combined with (5) and
(6) to get:

optimize
which
is
illustrated
by
imperialistic competition. Optimization is a
process of making something better [1416]. We want to find the argument x in the
way its analogous cost be optimum, which
having function in optimization.
In this algorithm all, the countries are
divided into two groups: imperialist and
colonies. Imperialistic competition is the
main part of this algorithm and causes the
colonies to converge to the global minimum
of the cost function. In continue it will be
described how the imperialistic competition
is modeled and implemented among
empires.

(7)

(8)

3.1 Flow Chart of Imperialist Competition
Figure 3 shows the flowchart of the
Imperialistic Competitive Algorithm, like
other evolutionary algorithm starts with an
initial population. Some of the best
countries in the population are selected to
be the imperialist and rests are colonies
All the colonies of initial population are
divided among the mentioned imperialists
based on their power. After dividing all
colonies among imperialists, these colonies
start moving toward their relevant
imperialist countries. The total power of an
empire depends on both the power of the
imperialist country and the power of its
colonies. We will model this fact by
defining the total power of an empire by the
power of imperialist country plus a
percentage of mean power of its colonies.
The imperialistic competition begins
between all the empires. Any empire that is
not able to succeed in the competition and
cannot increase its power will be eliminated
from the competition. The imperialistic
competition will gradually result in an
increase in the power of powerful empires
and a lost in their power and ultimately they

(9)
(10)
Vk and Vm: the voltage magnitude at bus k
and bus m.
k and m: the voltage angles at bus k and
bus m.
PCR and QCR: the series SVS active and
reactive powers.
PVR and QVR: the shunt SVS active and
reactive powers.
Gmm, Gkk, Gkm and Gmk: the conductance
elements, related to lines between buses k
and m.
Bmm, Bkk, Bkm and Bmk: the substance
elements, related to lines between buses k
and m.
GVR, BVR, GCR and BCR: the substances and
conductances for shunt and series SVS.
3. IMPERIALISTIC COMPETITIVE
ALGORITHM INTRODUCTION
Atashpaz Gargari and Lucas introduced
Imperialistic Competitive Algorithm that is
proposed the evolutionary process to
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will collapse. The movement of colonies to
their relevant imperialists along with
competition among empires and also the
collapse mechanism will hopefully cause all
the countries to converge to a state in which
there exist just one empire in the world and
all the other countries are colonies of that
empire. In this ideal new world colonies,
have the same position and power as the
imperialist [15].

Start

Initialize the empires

Move the colonies toward
their relevant imperialist

Is there a colony in an
empire which has lower
cost than that of empire?

3.2 Generating Initial Empires
The goal of optimization is to find an
optimal solution in terms of the variables of
the problems. We form an array of variable
values to be optimized. In GA terminology,
this array is called "Chromosome" and in
PSO, it's called "Particle", but here the term
"Country" is used for this array. In an Nvar
dimension optimization problem, a country
is a 1*Nvar array. This array is defined by:
(11)

Yes
Exchange position of that
imperialist and colony

No

Compute the total cost
of all empires
Peak the weakest colony
of the weakest empire and
give it to the empire that
has more chance for
ownership

The variable values in the country are
represented as floating point numbers. The
cost of a country is found by evaluating the
cost function f at the variables
(p1,p2,p3, .,pNvar). Then:

Is there an empire
with no colony?

(12)

Yes

At the first of optimization, we generate the
initial population of size Npop. We select
Nimp of the most powerful countries to form
the empires. The remaining Ncol of the
population will be the colonies each of
which belongs to an empire. Then we have
two types of countries; imperialist and
colony.
To create the initial empires, we divide the
colonies between imperialists based on their
power.

Eliminate this empire
No
Stop condition
satisfied?

Yes
Done

Fig. 3. Flow chart of the ICA
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To divide the colonies among imperialists
proportionally, we define the normalized
cost of an imperialist by:
(13)

3.3 Moving the Colonies of an empire
toward the Imperialist
Imperialist countries started to improve
their colonies. This movement is shown in
figure 5 which the colony moves toward the
imperialist by x units. The new position of
colony is shown in a darker color. The
direction of the movement is the vector
from colony to imperialist. In this figure x
is a random variable with uniform (or any
proper) distribution. Then for x we have:
(16)

Where cn is the cost of nth imperialist and
Cn is its normalized cost. Having the
normalized cost of all imperialists, the
normalized power of each imperialist is
defined by:
Pn =

(14)

The initial number of colonies of an empire
will be:
(15)

Where is a number greater than 1 and d
is the distance between colony and
imperialist. A 1 causes the colonies to get
closer to the imperialist state from both
sides.

Where, N. C.n is the initial number of
colonies of nth empire and Ncol is the
number of all colonies. To divide the
colonies for each imperialist we randomly
choose N. C.n of the colonies and give them
to it. These colonies along with the
imperialist will form nth empire. Figure 4
shows the initial population of each empire.
As shown in this figure, bigger empires
have greater number of colonies while
weaker ones have less. In this figure
imperialist 1 has formed the most powerful
empire and has the greatest number of
colonies.

Fig. 5. Moving colonies toward their relevant
imperialist

To search different points around the
imperialist we add a random amount of
deviation to the direction of the movement.
Figure 6 shows the new direction. In this
figure, the
is a random number with
uniform (or any proper) distribution. Then:
(17)
The
is a parameter, which adjusts
deviation from the original direction.

Fig. 4. Initialize the empires: The more colonies
an imperialist possess, the bigger one is its
relevant Star mark.

Fig. 6. Moving colonies toward their relevant
imperialist in a randomly deviated direction
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3.4 Excchanging po
ositions of the
t Imperiaalist
and Collony
While moving to
oward the imperialist, a
colony may reach to a positio
on with low
wer
cost thaan that of im
mperialist. In
I such a caase,
the imperialist mov
ves to the position
p
of that
t
colony and vice veersa. Then algorithm
a
w
will
continuee by the imperialisst in a new
n
position
n and then
n colonies start moviing
toward this positio
on. Figure 7a illustraates
the posiition exchan
nge between
n a colony and
a
the imp
perialist. In
I this fig
gure the best
b
colony of the emp
pire is show
wn in a dark
ker
color. This
T colony has a lowerr cost than that
t
of impeerialist. Fig
gure 7b sho
ows the wh
hole
empire after exchaanging the position
p
of the
imperiaalist and thatt colony.

Where
W
T.C.n is the tottal cost of the nth
em
mpire and is a positivve number which
w
is
co
onsidered to
o be less thaan 1. A litttle value
forr causes th
he total pow
wer of the empire to
bee determineed by just the
t imperiaalist and
inccreasing it will increaase the rolee of the
co
olonies in determining
d
the total power
p
of
an
n empire.
3.6
6 Imperialisst competition
T
This
compeetition is modeled
m
by picking
some of the weakestt colonies of the
weeakest empiires and maaking a com
mpetition
beetween all empires to possesss these
co
olonies. Fig
gure 8 shhows the modeled
m
im
mperialist co
ompetition each
e
of emp
pires will
haave a likelih
hood of taaking possession of
thee mentioneed coloniess. In otherr words
theese colonies will not be
b possessed by the
mo
ost powerfu
ul empires, but these empires
wiill be more likely
l
to possess them [15].

Fig. 7a. Exchanging
E
t positionss of a colony and
the
im
mperialist

Fig.. 7b. Main im
mperialist aftter position
exchange

Fig. 8. Imperialist Competition
n

3.5 Totaal Power an
n Empire
Total power off an empirre is main
nly
affected
d by the power of
o imperiaalist
country
y. But the po
ower of the colonies off an
empire has an efffect, albeit negligible, on
the pow
wer of that empire.
e
We have modeled
this factt by definin
ng the total cost
c by:

To start the competitio
T
on, first we find the
po
ossession prrobability off each empiire based
on
n its total po
ower. The no
ormalized total
t
cost
is simply obtaained by:
(19)
Where T.Cn. and N.T.C
W
Cn. are total cost and
no
ormalized total costt of nth empire
resspectively. Having th
he normalizzed total

(1
18)
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cost, the possession probability of each
empire is given by:
Pp0 =

same costs and they will be controlled by
an empire with the same position and cost
as themselves.

(20)

3.9 Proposed ICA
In the ICA the colonies are coded to a
country that contains variables of the
problem. The configuration of the country
in order to optimal UPFC consists of two
types of parameters: location of UPFC and
parameters setting VCR, VVR as decoupled
model parameters of UPFC. In the figure 9
the country for the proposed algorithm has
been shown.

To divide the mentioned colonies among
the empires based on the possession
probability of them, we form the vector P
as:
(21)
Then we create a vector with the same size
as P whose elements are uniformly
distributed random numbers.

Number of
bus (i)

(22)

Number of
bus (j)

VCR

VVR

Fig. 9. The country of Proposed ICA

The first set of countries in the colony
represents the location of UPFC device in
the network. This set contains the number
of buses where the UPFC should be
located. The second set represents the value
of VCR for series SVS. The range for this
set is randomly generated according to the
working range [0.001, 0.3]. At last, the
third set represents the value of VVR for
shunt SVS. The range for this set is
randomly generated according to the range
[0.8, 1.2].

Then we form the vector D by simply
subtracting R from P:

(23)
Referring to vector D we will hand the
mentioned colonies to an empire whose
relevant index in D is maximum [17].
3.7 Ignoring the Weak Empires
Weak empires will eliminate in the
imperialistic competition and their colonies
will be divided between other empires. In
this algorithm, it's assumed that an empire
will be removed it when it loses all of its
colonies.

4. SIMULATION RESULTS
Matlab codes for ICA and a power flow
program with MatPower to include UPFC
are developed. Programmed M-Files are
incorporated to include the updates for
adjust the algorithm according to the
required indices and terms. To show
validity of the technique, it will be tested on
the IEEE 14 bus system that it's shown in
Figure 10. This system consists of five

3.8 Convergence
ICA will run until all the empires except the
most powerful one will collapse and all the
colonies will be under the rule of this
unique empire. In this ideal new world all
the colonies will have the same position and
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generato
ors, fourteen buses, six
xteen lines and
a
eleven loads. Because
B
off economiical
aspects,, we supposse the numb
ber of UPFC
C is
set to 1 in IEEE 14
1 bus systeem. Figure 11
shows the miniimization of objecttive
function
n
achiev
ved
by
Imperialisstic
Compettitive Algo
orithm in IEEE
I
14 bus
b
system.


plaacing UPFC
C in an opttimal locatiion with
op
ptimal param
meters settin
ng by ICA. Also for
bu
us voltage prrofile, the ooptimal locaation and
setttings of UPFC
U
resultted from th
he ICA,
keeep the voltaage profile for all the buses in
thee system in
nside the reequired limiit (0.95
Vi 1.05) and
d there is nnot any viollation in
active and reaactive poweer flow. The results
show that the
t
UPFC can sign
nificantly
im
mprove the performance
p
e of power systems
wiith optimal location an
nd settings. Placing
UP
PFC in thee system elliminate all of the
ov
verloaded lines and im
mprove pow
wer flows
in the system and also alll of the buss voltage
vio
olations eliminated or if these viiolations
areen't exits th
he algorithm
m able to reeach the
solution spacce to elimin
nate the oveerloaded
lin
nes and at the same time keep
ping the
vo
oltage profi
file constraaint. Increaasing of
traansmission system loaadability of power
system as an index
i
to evaaluate the im
mpact of
thee UPFC in power sysstem is ach
hieved in
some cases with
w
respecct to the liine flow
lim
mits and thee bus voltage magnitude limits.

























Fig. 10. IE
EEE 14 bus sy
ystem

5. CONCLU
USION
T
The
UPFC is so effficient deevice to
im
mprove thee perform
mance of power
neetworks with
h optimal loocation and
d optimal
paarameter seettings on aan unstablee power
system because of load inccreasing.
Insstalling UP
PFC in thee optimal location
wiith such opttimal param
meters in th
he power
neetwork, elim
minate the overloading
g in the
lin
nes and rem
moving voltaage violation
ns in the
bu
uses. ICA applied
a
to detect the optimal
loccation and optimal parrameters setttings of
UP
PFC in the power
p
systeems. This prrocedure
waas applied for
f IEEE 14
1 bus systeem. The
ressults show the efficien
nt role of UPFC
U
in
en
nhancing thee characteristics of the network
op
peration.

Fig. 11
1. Convergen
nce characterristics of ICA
A
allgorithm for IEEE 14 bus system
Tablle 1. Optimall location an
nd parameter
settin
ngs of UPFC
C in IEEE 14 bus system
Bus Num
mber

Bus Number

VCR

VVR
V

7

9

0
0.2899

1.19
967

From the Table 2-4, we can find that
t
voltage profile is improved
i
a active and
and
a
reactivee power flow
w in lines iss optimized by
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Table 2. Bus Voltages without and with UPFC
Bus No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Table 4. Reactive power flow without and with
UPFC

Voltage
Voltage
without UPFC with UPFC
1.05
1.05
1.034
0.982
1.001
1.051
0.953
1.049
0.903
0.887
0.951
0.949
0.961
0.849

Line No.

1.05
1.05
1.032
1.041
1.027
1.057
0.986
1.0499
1.051
0.981
1.079
1.017
1.025
0.991

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Table 3. Active power flow without and with
UPFC
Line No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Power flow Power flow
without UPFC with UPFC
0.908
0.122
0.037
0.291
0.172
0.117
0.016
0.089
-0.13
0.431
-3.68
-1.25
-0.03
1.63
1.5
1.3
0.1
0.74
0.4
0.003

0.463
0.147
0.061
0.339
0.258
0.183
-0.05
0.141
-0.18
0.331
-0.91
-0.97
0.16
0.9
1.021
1.06
0.2
0.9
0.6
0.01

Power flow Power flow
without UPFC with UPFC
0.407
0.05
0.029
0.183
0.206
0.17
-0.09
-0.02
-0.11
0.23
-0.54
0.29
0.651
0.451
0.3
1.6
-0.07
-0.17
-0.3
0.6

0.591
0.056
0.029
0.19
0.221
0.169
-0.09
-0.04
-0.12
0.217
-0.46
0.261
0.7
0.572
0.2
1.2
-0.05
-0.19
-0.29
0.7
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